
  

Supporting 2.x and 3.x

● Maintain separate 2.x and 3.x versions of the 
source (will still usually start by running 2to3)
● Distribute separate source releases
● Customize setup.py to install correct source version

● Write code that supports 2.x and 3.x at the 
same time (very constrained and tricky to get 
right)

● Use distribute to run 2to3 automatically during 
installation; use compatibility blocks in the 
source where needed



  

Automatically updating with 2to3



  

Using 2to3 with distribute

Source files converted with 2to3 will be created in 
build/lib.<platform>-3.x



  

Fixers

● Examples include:

● fix_print.py—converts print statements to print() 
function calls (includes support for `print >>` syntax)

● fix_repr.py—replaces `` backtick syntax (no longer 
supported) with repr() calls on the same expression

● fix_unicode.py—drops the 'u' in front of unicode 
strings; replaces unichr() with chr() and unicode with 
str

● fix_raw_input.py—replaces raw_input() calls with 
input()

● And many others... (complete list with `2to3 -l`)



  

Writing your own fixers

● Painful!
● Little to no documentation to be found
● Complicated, or at least poorly documented syntax 

for pattern matching
● Often difficult to apply correctly to all possible cases 

(corner cases not uncommon)

● Usually much quicker and easier to include 
#ifdef-like blocks in the code where necessary

● But could still be useful for limited cases, so 
we'll look at an example...



  

Motivation

● open(..., mode='rb') returns bytes objects 
(instead of strings) when read from

● This means everything in PyFITS (including 
header keywords/values) are bytes by default in 
Python 3.  For example, would have to change 
all instances of self.header['NAXIS'] to 
self.header[b'NAXIS']

● My first approach to this was to add a fixer to 
convert all strings to bytes (minus a few 
exceptions); I took as the basis for this an 
existing fixer in Mercurial



  

fix_bytes.py



  

Problems with this approach

● As mentioned before: difficult to write and test 
in the first place

● Not all strings can or should be converted to 
bytes: fix_bytes.py ignored has/get/set/delattr, 
but I found many more cases where bytes could 
not be used at all, and had to be excluded

● Any hard-coded strings you don't want 
converted to bytes must be prefixed with 'u'—
could have unintended consequences in Python 
2.x (or is at least annoying)



  

More problems

● Requires an additional fix_bytesmod.py fixer to 
deal with the fact that '%' operator formatting 
doesn't work on bytes objects—this is also a bit 
fragile

● Far too many corner cases and exceptions; 
must write code to deal with each one 
individually

● All external APIs now must use bytes where 
strings were previously used; places undue 
burden on user (it is possible to add converters 
in each function, but this gets ugly fast)



  

fix_bytesmod.py



  

Better approach

● Still read file in binary mode, but decode header 
to unicode string (easy in FITS, since ASCII 
encoding can be assumed)

● Only convert back to bytes before writing
● Some cases where it's still necessary to convert 

hard-coded strings to bytes.  For example '\x00' 
must become '\x00'.encode('ascii')

● This doesn't mean there aren't valid use cases 
for custom fixers, however; just that they're 
limited by the complexity of the fix



  

Use sys.version_info instead

● Can be used like an #ifdef statement:
if sys.version_info[0] >= 3:

    def decode_ascii(s):

        return s.decode('ascii')

else:

    def decode_ascii(s)

        return s

● Best to put stuff like this at module-level so the 
if statement is only evaluated once

● A good idea to try to group stuff like this into a 
single py3compat module (or similar)



  

Another useful fix to use:

if sys.version_info[0] < 3:
    import __builtin__
    if not hasattr(__builtin__, 'bytes'):
        __builtin__.bytes = str

This enables things like isinstance(foo, bytes) 



  

Testing with 2to3

● Works best if at least tests are written to work in 
2 and 3, though that may not always be feasible

● Just using nosetests the usual way won't work
—must run py3-compatible tests with Python 3

● If using 2to3 to convert, run ./setup.py build first
● Then point nosetests to the converted Python3 code; 

e.g: nosetests -w build/lib.linux-x86_64-3.2

● I've yet to find a better way...



  

Numpy in Python 3

● Once again, strings are the biggest issue—
don't get caught off guard!

● A few Python 3-specific bugs (at least in 1.5.1) 
to be aware of...



  

Numpy Python 2.x Python 3.x

np.character n/a n/a

np.string_ str =np.bytes_

np.str_ =np.string_ str

np.bytes_ =np.string_ bytes

np.unicode_ Unicode =np.str_

String types in Numpy

* '=' means alias; e.g. np.str_ = np.string_ 
in Python 2.x



  

String arrays in Python 2.x
In Python 2.x string arrays are arrays of single-
byte characters by default:

>>> a = 'abcde'
>>> arr = np.array([a])
>>> arr
array(['abcde'],
      dtype='|S5')
>>> arr.itemsize
5
>>> arr.tostring()
'abcde'



  

Unicode arrays are only creating when using 
unicode strings, or when otherwise explictly 
requesting it:

>>> a = u'abcde'
>>> arr = np.array([a])
>>> arr
array([u'abcde'],
      dtype='<U5')
>>> arr.itemsize
20
>>> arr.tostring()
'a\x00\x00\x00b\x00\x00\x00c\x00\x00\x00d\x00\x00
\x00e\x00\x00\x00'



  

Another way to create a unicode string:

>>> a = 'abcde'
>>> arr = np.array([a],
                   dtype=np.unicode_)
>>> arr
array([u'abcde'],
      dtype='<U5')

Bad!  But why...?  I'll explain in a few slides...



  

You can't view a unicode array as a non-unicode 
array, or vice-versa (the itemsizes are not the 
same).  For example:

>>> arr.view(dtype=(np.str_, 5))
array(['a\x00\x00\x00b', '\x00\x00\x00c', 
       '\x00\x00d', '\x00e'],
      dtype='|S5')

You can convert a unicode string to a non-unicode 
string (or vice-versa) using ndarray.astype() (this 
creates a copy!):

>>> arr.astype(np.bytes_)
array(['abcde'],
      dtype='|S5')



  

But you really shouldn't, since this relies (as far as 
I can tell) on the system's default encoding.  
Better to encode/decode with an explicit encoding
using the np.char.encode()/decode() functions:

>>> arr = np.array([u'abcde'])
>>> np.char.encode(arr, 'ascii')
array(['abcde'],
      dtype='|S5')



  

Another reason to use np.char.encode is if there's 
any chance of having non-ASCII characters in a 
string:

>>> arr = np.array([u'abcdé'])
>>> arr.astype(np.bytes_)
Traceback (most recent call last):
  File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>
UnicodeEncodeError: 'ascii' codec can't 
encode character u'\xe9' in position 4: 
ordinal not in range(128)

Instead, encoding as 'latin1' or 'utf-8' would work 
in this case.  Fortunately, this is not likely to be a 
problem for most scientific data (though I can 
think of cases where it could be nice for 
metadata).



  

Unfortunately, this doesn't work if you're using a 
heterogeneous array:

>>> arr = np.array([(1, u'abc'), (2, u'def')],
                   dtype=[('f0', 'uint8'), 
                          ('f1', 'U5')])
>>> np.char.encode(arr, 'ascii')
Traceback (most recent call last):
  File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>
  File "/home/embray/lib/python2.5/site-
packages/numpy-1.5.1-py2.5-linux-
x86_64.egg/numpy/core/defchararray.py", line 556, 
in encode
    _vec_string(a, object_, 'encode', 
_clean_args(encoding, errors)))
TypeError: string operation on non-string array



  

In Python 3, the default is to make unicode string arrays:

>>> arr = np.array(['abcde'])
>>> arr
array(['abcde'],
      dtype='<U5')

This is sensible, since Python 3 strings are unicode strings.  One can still 
force it to make a bytes array like so:

>>> np.array(['abcde'], dtype=np.bytes_)
array([b'abcde'],

           dtype='|S5')

But again, this is assuming that the default encoding is ascii.  Better to use 
np.char.encode().

String arrays in Python 3.x



  

For most scientific data, we'd want to deal with 
strings as single-byte ASCII strings.  But again, 
there's the problem that strings and bytes are 
incompatible in Python 3.  In Python 2 this would 
work:

>>> np.array(['abcde']) == u'abcde'
array([ True], dtype=bool)

But in Python 3 it doesn't:

>>> np.array([b'abcde']) == 'abcde'
False

It's as if I tried to compare an array of uints to a string.



  

● If your application is returning arrays of bytes, it 
puts the onus is on the user to be aware of this 
distinction.
● They ought to learn eventually anyways, but in the 

meantime it's a far too confusing change in behavior.

● It's really best that in Python 2.x string arrays 
remain string arrays, but in Python 3 bytes 
arrays become (unicode) string arrays.  
● This is the closest to the original behavior.



  

NOTE! The user will still have to be somewhat 
aware of this distinction.  There
are still ways in which this can break code.  For 
example, the format code is
Different:

>>> np.array([b'abcde']).dtype.char
'S'
>>> np.array(['abcde']).dtype.char
'U'



  

Another annoyance: np.char.encode/decode lose 
the type of the original array:

>>> a = np.char.array(['abc', 'd', 'e'], 
                      itemsize=5)
>>> a
chararray(['abc', 'd', 'e'], 
          dtype='<U5')
>>> np.char.encode(a, 'ascii')
array([b'abc', b'd', b'e'], 
      dtype='|S3')
>>> np.char.encode(a, 'ascii').view(type(a))
chararray([b'abc', b'd', b'e'], 
          dtype='|S3')

Have to go through additional loops to preserve 
itemsize...



  

Numpy bugs in Python 3
The worst bug encountered so far is with 
subarrays nested in a recarray:

>>> import numpy as np
>>> rec = np.rec.array([(1, (2, 3)), (4, (5, 6))], 
                       dtype='i4,2i4')
>>> rec
rec.array([(1, array([2, 3], dtype=int32)),
           (4, array([5, 6], dtype=int32))], 
      dtype=[('f0', '<i4'), ('f1', '<i4', 2)])
>>> rec.data
Segmentation fault



  

I also found that slice assignment on chararrays is 
broken:

>>> arr = np.chararray(3, itemsize=5)
>>> arr[:] = 'abcde'
>>> arr
chararray([b'h:\x15~8', b'\x00\x00\x00 \x8e', 
           b'\x9c\x07'], 
          dtype='|S5')
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